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Abstract
I provide a brief summary of the theory talks that were presented at X Simposio Latinoamericano de Fı´sica de Altas
Energı´as (SILAFAE).
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1. Introduction
The tenth edition of SILAFAE took place in 24-28
November 2014 in Medellin, Colombia. There were 10
Plenary talks and 24 Paralell talks in addition to several
posters that dealt with theoretical issues in High Energy
Physics. The complete timetable can be found at [1].
Because of the intense program that included parallel
sections I could not attend all the talks. I also must say
that in the 30 minutes of this Summary Talk I could not
make justice to all the great work that was presented.
Therefore I apologize for not being comprehensive.
In fact I must say that I was (and still am) against
Summary Talks. I think that they usually do not add
anything new and should be dispensed with. But below
I reproduce a surrealistic dialogue with one of the or-
ganizers, let’s call him dr. R, that got me here in this
somewhat uncomfortable position:
R: I’m thinking of having summary talks at SILAFAE.
Me: I think this is a bad idea.
R: I’m known for having bad ideas.
R: I would like to invite you to give the summary talk.
Me: This even a worse idea − why me?
R: Because you are...
Me: Old?
R: Yes, but I wanted to put it diﬀerently.
Me: It is an honor to accept!
So let’s go straight to business.
2. Theory Summary
The summary of aﬀairs in theory could be easily
stated as follows:
• Standard model of particle physics (SM) passed all
collider tests and is a consistent theory up to the Planck
scale;
• Standard model of cosmology (ΛCDM) passed all ob-
servational tests up to this moment.
Therefore our mission has been accomplished: Uni-
verse solved! Let’s go home and do other things!
But not so fast − we still have a few issues to deal
with:
• Naturalness & hierarchy
• Dark matter
• Neutrino masses
• Flavor (fermion masses in general)
• Dark energy
• Baryogenesis
• Gravity
• Nonperturbative QCD
•More precise computations (loops).
I’m happy to report that all these issues have been
tackled at SILAFAE!
3. Naturalness & hierarchy
We would like to have a mechanism that stabilizes the
electroweak scale with respect to radiative corrections −
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in order words, we would like to understand why vEW 
MPl. More generally, if there is a new physics scale M
that couples to SM with a coupling constant g in general
one has corrections to the Higgs mass parameter:
δm2H ≈
g2
16π2
M2 (1)
Therefore it is diﬃcult to realize a large hierarchy
of masses in the scalar sector of the SM. This so-
called hierarchy problem (HP) is taken seriously here
in Medellin, where there is an institute dedicated to its
study (see Fig. 1).
Figure 1: Institute dedicated to study the Hierarchy Problem (HP) in
Medellin, next door to the SILAFAE conference room.
In order to ameliorate the hierarchy problem one usu-
ally invoke a new mechanism or new symmetry of na-
ture that protects the electroweak scale, such as super-
symmetry, shift symmetry (Higgs as a pseudo-Nambu-
Goldstone boson), scale symmetry or extra dimensional
warping.
3.1. SUSY
SUSY is a beautiful theory the relies on extending the
known symmetries of space-time to include fermionic
generators that relate bosons to fermions. In SUSY ex-
tensions of the SM, such as the MSSM the quadratic
divergencies in the Higgs boson mass are cancelled, ex-
plaining in a natural way the lightness of the Higgs bo-
son with respect to the Planck scale, for instance. That’s
why SUSY is a theoretical extension of the SM guided
by the naturalness principle. Unfortunately SUSY must
be broken in Nature and the Higgs mass receives cor-
rections that are quadratic in the SUSY breaking scale.
The absence of SUSY partners at the run I of the LHC
has already produced some tension with naturalness.
In his talk, John Ellis compared SUSY practitioners
to soldiers in trenches and produced a motto: “ﬁnd me a
better hole” [2]. But one must be careful with what one
wishes for (see Fig. 2).
Figure 2: A better hole for SUSY?
There are several SUSY extensions of the SM. Al-
berto Casas argued that constrained MSSM is ﬁne tuned
and that a light higgsino (≈ 600 GeV) is a robust pre-
diction [3]. He also made a comment that I liked: “new
physics may be hiding in error bars”. Tools for the
renormalization of the complex MSSM were discussed
by Pahlen, LHC signatures for sneutrino in multileptons
was the subject of Cabrera and Briceno talked about
CP-violation in top pair production in complex MVF-
MSSM [4, 5, 6].
3.2. Higgs as a pNGB
This possibility is described in the so-called Com-
posite Higgs Models, which were covered in the ple-
nary talk of Christophe Grojean [7]. He emphasized
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that the Higgs can be a portal to New Physics. In these
models there is a global symmetry breaking pattern that
can generate the Higgs doublet as pNGB’s. I think this
is a kind of an irony since Higgs in his 1964 paper
writes that the mechanism he proposed exorcised the
Goldstone boson. This class of models have deviations
from the SM typically given by the ratio of the SM vev
(v) and the scale of the global symmetry breaking ( f )
and the experimental bouns imply a mild ﬁne-tuning
v2/ f 2 < 0.1. Several question could be asked such
as how about the presence of new resonances (techni-
ρ’s, top partners), anomalous couplings, UV comple-
tion, etc.
Ca´rcamo discussed the eﬀects of resonances in H →
γγ, von Gersdorﬀ talked about anomalous gauge boson
vertices and Tonero focused on anomalous top quark
couplings [8, 9, 10].
4. Dark Matter
The existence of dark matter, as indicated by sev-
eral astronomical and cosmological observations such
as galaxy rotational curves and the precise study of the
cosmic microwave background, is a solid piece of evi-
dence for BSM physics. This was reviewed in this con-
ference by Alejandro Ibarra [11] in a nice plenary talk.
However, the many hints of indirect detection from
dark matter annihilation, such as the various γ-lines and
anti-matter excesses are far from conclusive. Berdugo
talked about anti-matter searches, Berna´l discussed halo
asphericity eﬀects on uncertainties for dark matter indi-
rect detection, Lineros discussed a connection beween
WIMP dark matter and radiative neutrino mass genera-
tion and there was a talk on a Z3 model for dark mat-
ter which allows for the so-called Strongly Interacting
Massive Particle scenario [12, 13, 14, 15].
5. Neutrinos
Neutrino masses and mixings require BSM
physics. Their properties are described by the
Pontecorvo−Maki−Nakagawa−Sakata (PMNS) matrix.
Almost all the elements of this matrix are now known,
as discussed by Gianluigi Fogli in his review [16].
From ﬁts to various sets of data he suggests that there
is a slight preference for the last unkown CP-violating
phase δ/π ≈ 1.3 − 1.5.
There were a large number of talks about neutrino
physics. Sterile neutrinos as DM candidates were dis-
cussed by Ibarra [11] and their interactions by Peres
[17]. Jones-Perez talked about 3+2 neutrino model and
Higgs decays, Gaitan studied neutrino masses and mix-
ings in a left-right mirror model, Ponce discussed lepton
ﬂavor violation and neutrino masses em 3−3−1 models,
Panes looked at the possible interpretations of the high
energy neutrinos detected by IceCube and Civitarese ex-
plored the interplay between neutrinoless double beta
decay and the LHC [18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. I can’t resist
to mention an experimental talk by dos Anjos where he
described an experiment called CONNIE that is using
CCDs designed for the Dark Energy Camera in order to
try to measure coherent neutrino scattering oﬀ nucleus
in the nuclear reactor Angra in Brazil [23].
6. Flavor physics
Yossi Nir reminded us that Flavor is still a puzzle
[24]. We do not know the origins of the CKM and
PMNSmatrices. The CKM framework has so far passed
all experimental tests. Flavor is usually a big headache
for BSM model building. The energy scale of new
physics has to be very large (> 100 TeV) from ﬂavor
constraints such as FCNC unless New Physics respects
some symmetries, as in the so-called Minimal Flavour
Violation models. The Higgs boson has open a new
venue to test ﬂavor physics, especially in rare ﬂavor-
violating Higgs decays.
Nardi discussed the origin of ﬂavor from a SU(3)3
symmetry breaking, Gonza´les-Canales talked about
S (3) ﬂavor symmetry and Besprosvany suggested that
ﬂavor can have its origin in an extended spin space
[25, 26, 27].
7. Dark Energy
The Standard Model of cosmology (ΛCDM) passed
all observational tests so far. In fact the parameter of the
equation of state for dark energy is known to be w = −1
to within 5%. There are several experiments, such as the
Dark Energy Survey (DES), that will further test this
model [28]. DES, which has a brazilian participation,
is already taken date for its second year and results are
expected soon.
One of the biggest challenges is how to take into ac-
count the growth of density perturbations in the non-
linear regime. Often one resorts no simulations to ﬁnd
out the evolution of perturbations until they form large
scale structures in the Universe. Leonardo Senatore re-
viewed the applications of Eﬀective Field Theories to
this problem and since it goes beyond the usual pertur-
bation theory it seems to be a promising development
[29].
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Beltra´n talked about scalar-vector models for dark en-
ergy and de la Macorra discussed the imapct of dark en-
ergy on baryon accoustic oscillations [31, 30].
8. Baryogenesis
There is no satisfactory model to generate the matter-
antimatter asymmetry observed in the Universe. Baryon
number violation from sphaleron interactions in the SM
is a blessing in disguise: it can washout baryon num-
ber generated early on in the Universe but can also itself
be responsible for the its (re)generation. CP violation,
another important ingredient, seems to be insuﬃcient in
the SM (phase of the CKM matrix). In addition, the
electroweak phase transition in the SM is only second
order. Fong discussed a model where baryogenesis oc-
curs thanks to a secluded sector in what is called “clois-
tered baryogenesis” [32].
9. Gravity
It is notoriously diﬃcult to include General Relativ-
ity in the context of a Quantum Field Theory due to its
refusal to be consistently quantized. Esperanza Lopes
reviewed attempts to formulate a quantum theory of
gravity, concentrating on the AdS/CFT correspondence,
the holographic principle and the application to strongly
coupled systems such as quark-gluon plasma [33].
10. Nonperturbative QCD
Boris Kopeliovich reminded us that soft QCD pro-
cesses, such as diﬀractive production, are not well un-
derstood [34]. This is the realm of pomerons, reggeons,
odderons and other beasts. He showed how to compute
diﬀractive processes, which are nonperturbative, espe-
cially using the dipole framework.
El-Bennich talked about nonperturbative QCD in the
wake of the Jeﬀerson Lab upgrade, Rojas-Pen˜a used
the Bethe-Salpeter approach to survey the mesons spec-
troscopy and Levin discussed the relation between color
glass condensate and the BFKL pomeron [35, 36, 37].
11. Higher order calculations
Higher order calculations are important, among other
things, for precise background calculations to New
Physics. Impressive progress has been made in the last
decade and were reviewed by Pierpaolo Mastrolia [38].
New techniques such as generalized unitarity, cuts, re-
cursion relations, residues, multiloop integrand decom-
position and others were discussed. Several sharp au-
tomated tools were developed in this so-called “NLO
revolution”, such as Samurai, Ninja and GoSam. Some
amazing results, such as pp → H + 3 jets at NLO in-
volving more than 10,000 diagrams were discussed by
Ossola [39].
12. The real summary
The real summary is: X SILAFAE was a great suc-
cess, thanks to the excellent work of Marta Losada,
Diego Restrepo, Raﬀaele Fazio, Gabriela Navarro, Car-
los Avila, Carlos Vera, Richard Benavides, Yeinzon Ro-
driguez and Cesar Valenzuela.
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